praise for buzz guard
Customers share how Buzz Guard improves comfort during
outdoor activities, in a variety of settings, from woodlands to
wetlands, any time of day or night, without harsh chemicals.
Visit earthheartinc.com for more information.

“We were able to enjoy an entire summer evening
outdoors after using Buzz Guard. It was euphoric to
be outdoors with no problems!”
– Lisa Smith-Putnam, host, Your Pets My Dogs

“Schooner and Skipper are Vizslas, and they love to
be outside. We have a boat on Lake Michigan, and
the dogs love to go to the beach and for boat rides.
Some days all we did was swat flies, and it was not
much fun until we got Earth Heart’s Buzz Guard. It is
amazing how well it works! The best way to explain
how it works is that the
bugs just keep on
buzzing right past them.
Buzz Guard is the
greatest natural product
for keeping the bugs off
my dogs. I can play, sit and relax with my dogs
outdoors because the bugs don't bother them at all.
When the dogs sit by me I am not bothered by the
bugs either. I think it helps keep the mosquitoes
away too. I keep one bottle in the boating bag and
one at home so I never have to worry about being
without it.”
– Sharon Gilbert, South Bend, IN

“Our Syracuse Obedience
Training Club members really
like the Earth Heart products.
Buzz Guard was by far the
favorite. We used it on our
dogs, on ourselves, and I even
applied it to my horse’s face. I
swear by Buzz Guard.”
–Deb Eldredge, DVM, award-winning author,
and dog sport competitor

“Buzz Guard brought us much needed relief in the
weeks after Irene. It was much more effective than
anything I had tried in
the past and I
especially liked that I
could use it on both
myself and my
furbabies. It also
smells great! I am sure you will be pleasantly
surprised that something that is safe and natural
works so well!”
– Dorothy Baxter, Glenwood, NJ

“Augie Dogie and I give four
paws up for Buzz Guard, which
is especially helpful in
southwest Florida at sundown.
The scent is very fresh, and
because the product isn’t oily,
it feels clean and light. The
spray penetrates Augie’s fur
with no problem at all.”
– Nancy Okun & Augie Dogie, Lake Suzy, FL

“Oso, who hates any kind of spray,
let me spray him with Buzz Guard.
We are having more fun outdoors
thanks to Buzz Guard.”
– Marla Ballentine, Auburn, WA

“My dog Lucky and I love
Buzz Guard. It smells good
and has been effective when
vacationing in Florida.”
– Dr. Meg Jorgensen
Sleepy Hollow, IL

“No more harsh chemicals
thanks to Buzz Guard.”
– Carol Bryant,
Fidose of Reality

“Buzz Guard is safe for both
humans and dogs, and you can
spray directly onto clothing, skin
or fur. I tried Buzz Guard on Kelly
and was pleased to find that a
light spritzing wasn't heavy or
messy.”
– Peggy Frezon, Rensselaer NY

“We use Buzz Guard not only on the dog and horses
but on ourselves because it’s not greasy.”
– Barb Bruns, Hampshire, IL

“I use Buzz Guard on all
three of my girls simply
because I feel good
knowing I have a quality
product that is allnatural, and there is a
floral, woodsy aroma that
is pleasant.”
– Doreen Disbro, Doggies and Stuff

“While our dog doesn't like the heat, he does enjoy
being outdoors for short periods of time. Now, with
Buzz Guard, he can enjoy more time playing and less
time scratching.”
– Eric Worley, Indiana

“All of the Buzz Guard samples
were field-tested by my training
clients, veterinarians and
customers. My students used it
on their dogs at class. I didn't
bring mine because I don’t bring a
dog when I teach. Guess who was the only one who
got bothered?”
– Nina Pregont, Natural Expressions, Dundee, IL

“Buzz Guard ingredients are safe
for both Sugar and me. We love
taking walks now, even in the
Forest Preserve.”
– Rosalyn and Sugar, Wilmette, IL
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